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Photon arrival-time interval distribution (PAID) analysis is a new method for monitoring macromolecular
interactions. PAID uses fluorescence fluctuations to extract simultaneously coincidence, brightness in multiple
channels, diffusion time, and concentration of fluorescently labeled molecules diffusing in a confocal detection
volume. PAID is based on recording arrival times of photons detected on one or more detection channels and
plotting two-dimensional histograms of photon pairs, where one axis is the time interval between each pair
of photons 1 and 2 (in general not consecutive or detected in the same channel) and the second axis is the
number of other photons detected (not necessarily detected in the same channels as photons 1 and 2) in the
time interval between detection of photons 1 and 2. PAID is related to fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) by a collapse of the PAID histogram onto the time interval axis. PAID extends auto- and cross-
correlation FCS by measuring the brightness of fluorescent species. Studies of fluorescently labeled DNA
demonstrate the capabilities of PAID to analyze interactions: PAID detected that DNA carrying two copies
of the fluorophore Cy3B is twice as bright as DNA carrying only one copy (simulating dimer vs monomer).
PAID also distinguished well between DNA carrying only one fluorophore (Cy3 or Cy5) and DNA carrying
both Cy3 and Cy5 (simulating complex vs free components). Solutions containing mixtures of these DNA
fragments were successfully analyzed. Studies ofEscherichia coliRNA-polymerase-DNA interactions
demonstrate the ability of PAID to analyze the complex mixtures expected in studies of macromolecular
interactions. The statistical accuracy of PAID matches the accuracy of other fluorescence fluctuation methods
while providing additional information.

1. Introduction

In vitro and in vivo analysis of macromolecular interactions
(such as protein-protein, protein-nucleic acid, and protein-
ligand interactions) are crucial for understanding fundamental
biological mechanisms. Fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy
(FFS), which includes fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) and related methods, is used for such analysis.1-7 FFS
monitors fluorescence fluctuations due to flow or diffusion of
fluorescent species across a femtoliter confocal detection volume
(defined by a tightly focused laser excitation profile and a
detection pinhole). At concentrationsC < 1 nM, the average
molecular occupancy of the detection volume (“occupancy”) is
smaller than one (“low-occupancy” regime), allowing the
detection of photon bursts from single molecules.8,9 For 1 nM
< C < 100 nM (“intermediate-occupancy” regime), fluorescence
fluctuations are still sensitive to the addition or subtraction of
one molecule to or from the detection volume. AtC > 100 nM

(“high-occupancy” regime), many molecules occupy the detec-
tion volume and the fluctuations are averaged out. For interac-
tions where each partner is fluorescently labeled, this limits the
applicability of FFS to interactions with picomolar to nanomolar
dissociation constants (unlabeled partners may be present at
higher concentrations). Recent methods reduce the detection
volume, allowing FFS analysis at micromolar concentrations
of fluorophores.10

For low- or intermediate-occupancy systems, molecular
properties translate into features of the fluorescence signal
(Figure 1). Three important characteristics of photon bursts
detected as molecules diffuse in and out of the detection volume
are (Figure 1A, right panel) the following: (i) duration (red
arrows), which is proportional to the diffusion time of the
species across the detection volume, (ii) brightness (blue
arrows), which is the product of the laser intensity, the extinction
coefficient of the fluorophore, the quantum yield of the
fluorophore, the detection efficiency, and the number of identical
fluorophores per species (“stoichiometry”), and (iii) the time
interval between bursts of a species (green arrows), which is
inversely proportional to the concentration of the species. Single
detection channel (“single-channel”) experiments allow analysis
of interactions through measurement of diffusion time and
brightness (Figure 1A). Diffusion time can be used to detect
interactions since complexes diffuse more slowly than free
species; however, large changes in the hydrodynamic volume
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(a function of molecular size and shape) are required to measure
binding using diffusion constants (doubling the hydrodynamic
volume for spheres leads to only a 26% increase in diffusion
time). Brightness can also be used, since a dimeric species has
twice the brightness of a free species (ignoring possible
quenching). Brightness is a more sensitive reporter of interac-
tions than diffusion, partly because it is shape-independent.
However, brightness distributions are widened as a result of
varying diffusion paths through the detection volume.

Several FFS methods have been used for the analysis of
interactions. FCS1 analyzes fluorescence fluctuations using
correlation functions, reporting on the time scale and amplitude
of molecular processes but not on distributions in brightness.
Moment analysis of fluorescence-intensity distribution (MAFID)
and higher-order correlation amplitudes use moments of photon-
counting histograms to monitor occupancy and brightness.3,4,11

Photon-counting histogram (PCH)6 and fluorescence intensity
distribution analysis (FIDA)7 fit photon-counting histograms
directly (originally developed in ref 5 as fluorescence distribu-
tion spectroscopy), allowing more accurate extraction of bright-
ness and occupancy and better identification of species with
different brightness.12 For a single species, FCS and PCH/FIDA
performed on the same data set extracts both brightness and
diffusion time.13 Fluorescence intensity multiple distribution
analysis (FIMDA) extends FIDA to simultaneously use multiple
time bin widths to obtain diffusion time as well as brightness.14

In dual detection channel (“dual-channel”) experiments,
molecule 1 is labeled with one fluorophore (Figure 1B,yellow
bulbs) and molecule 2 is labeled with a second fluorophore with
distinct emission (Figure 1B,red bulbs); a complex of the two
molecules carries both labels, resulting in simultaneous photon
bursts on both channels (Figure 1B,orange arrow). Dual-
channel experiments are more sensitive reporters of binding than

single-channel ones2,15-17 because coincident bursts appear only
as a result of an interaction. To detect simultaneously free
species and complex (dimer), a single-channel experiment must
differentiate species that differ by a factor of 2 in brightness
using intensity distributions which are widened as a result of
varying paths through the detection volume. In contrast, dual-
channel experiments need only detect differences in the path-
independent ratio between the intensity of two channels.16

There are several existing methods for analyzing dual-channel
experiments. Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS)
monitors interactions between molecules labeled with two
fluorophores with distinct emission using the cross-correla-
tion.2,18Multiparameter fluorescence detection (MFD) is a low-
occupancy, single-molecule burst analysis method that measures
fluorescence lifetime, ratiometric expressions,17,19,20and bright-
ness.21 Single-molecule fluorescence ratiometric methods moni-
tor fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (if fluoro-
phores are spaced by 2-8 nm), fluorescence anisotropy, and
spectral fluctuations.16,22Two-dimensional fluorescence intensity
distribution analysis (2D-FIDA) extends FIDA to the joint
photon-counting histogram for two channels, extracting oc-
cupancy and brightness in both channels but not diffusion times
or temporal dynamics.15

Here, we introduce photon arrival-time interval distribution
(PAID), a new multidimensional data-analysis and data-
representation method that simultaneously measures occupancy,
diffusion (and other temporal fluctuations), and brightness of
several species onmultiple detection channels. In contrast to
previous methods, PAID emphasizes photon-rich time intervals
when fluorescent molecules are present in the detection volume,
since it is based on observing time intervals between photons
(not necessarily consecutive) rather than counting photons on
evenly spaced intervals; this feature allows intuitive visual
interpretation of the data. PAID also provides “backward
compatibility”, since the collapse of the PAID histogram onto
the time axis provides the familiar FCS correlation function.
We characterized the ability of single- and dual-channel PAID
to analyze distinct species using both simulations and solution-
based experiments. Analysis using fluorescently labeled DNA
model systems and a protein-DNA interaction showed that
PAID is capable of evaluating both stoichiometry and affinity
of interactions.

2. Theory

2.1. Development and Description of PAID.PAID analyzes
streams of photon-arrival times rather than sequences of photon
counts. We obtain photon-arrival times using a dual-channel
microscope (Figure 2) with avalanche photodiode detectors
(APDs); we represent the resulting stream of detected photons
as a sum of Dirac delta functions:

Here,tAi is the arrival time of theith photon from APD-channel
A andNA is the number of photons detected in channelA. The
number of photons arriving between timestmin andtmax is n )
∫tmin

tmax dt IA(t). The arrival timetAi of each photon is recorded as
an integertAi with tAi ) [tAi/∆t], (brackets indicate the greatest
integer function, e.g., [3.14]) 3). The main source of
uncertainty in specifying arrival times is the resolution of the
digital clock used for timing photons (∆t ) 12.5 ns for a
National Instruments 6602 counting board), which is shorter
than the>1 µs time scale studied here. For an experiment of

Figure 1. Detection of macromolecular interactions using fluorescence
fluctuation signals. (A) Left panel: two monomers and a tetramer of a
fluorescently labeled species traverse the laser excitation profile (in
green). Right panel: corresponding fluorescence bursts along with their
major properties, width (red arrows, related to the size of species), height
or intensity (blue arrows, related to the number of fluorophores on
species), and time interval between bursts from identical species (green
arrows, related to the occupancy of species). (B) Left panel: two
different molecules (one labeled with a red fluorophore and the other
with a yellow fluorophore) interact to form a complex. Right panel:
free species emit only in one color; complexes emit in both colors.
Coincident detection of red and yellow fluorescence (orange arrow)
indicates a complex.

IA(t) ) ∑
i)1

NA

δ(t - tAi) (1)
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duration T, tAi will be in the range 0, 1, ...,T ) [T/∆t],
converting eq 1 to

whereδ is the Kronecker delta:δ(t,tAi) ) 1 if t ) tAi, and
δ(t,tAi) ) 0 if t * tAi.

In FCS, the correlation function measures the relationship
between a photon stream at one timeIS(t) and a second photon
stream at a later timeIT(t + τ) as a function of the time interval
τ,

If S) T, eq 3 defines an autocorrelation; ifS* T, eq 3 defines
a cross-correlation. Assuming a stationary stochastic process,
the ensemble averages can be evaluated as time averages:〈‚‚‚〉
f limTf∞1/T∑t)0

T (‚‚‚). Substituting eq 2 into eq 3, we obtain
an estimator for the correlation (the hat denotes an estimator),

We see that the correlation is estimated by a histogram oftime
interVals between photon arrivals: each pair of photonstSi and
tTj is added to a histogram at the bin corresponding to the interval
τ ) tTj - tSi. We can specifyτ g 0 without loss of generality,
since swapping the roles ofIS andIT is equivalent to changing
the sign ofτ. Photons fromIS start the time intervals, and
photons fromIT stop the intervals, so we defineIS andIT to be
the “start” and “stop” photon streams respectively; all quantities
associated withIS and IT are labeled with the subscriptsS and
T, respectively.

PAID adds a photon-counting dimensionn to the correlation
function that includes brightness information missing in the
correlation function. Previous methods5-7,14,15count photons on
evenly spaced time intervals. In contrast, PAID directly extends
the correlation in eq 4 by counting photons on the time intervals
between “start” photon timestSi and “stop” photon timestTj.
This way of choosing the time intervals adapts the spacing of
the counted time intervals to the photon stream, focusing the
histogram on “photon-rich” times. More importantly, by varying
S and T, as well as the channel on which the photons are
counted, PAID can combine brightness information from more
than one channel with the temporal information in the correla-
tion. Choosing different channelsS andT emphasizes species
that emit in bothSandT (see sections 4.1 and 4.4). This allows
occupancy, diffusion time, and brightness in more than one
channel to be extracted simultaneously for multiple species.

For a single-channel experiment (S ) T), the number of
photons counted between photonsi andj is n ) j - i - 1. The
PAID histogram classifies the photon pairs in eq 4 by the time
interval τ ) t j - t i between start and stop photonsand by the
number of photonsn ) j - i - 1 counted between them,

By rewriting ∑j)1
NS δ(τ,tSj - tSi)δ(n,j - i - 1) ) δ(τ,tS,i+n+1 -

t i) in eq 5, we see that Cˆ SSS(τ,n) ) P̂n+1(τ)/NS/T,
where P̂n+1(τ) ) ∑i)1

NS δ(τ,tS,i+n+1 - tSi)/NS is the histogram of
waiting times to the (n + 1)th photon,tS,i+n+1 - tSi, for n ) 0,
1, .... (Waiting-time histograms forn ) 0 have been used as
approximations for the correlation at short times,23 and histo-
grams for n > 0 have been used in criteria for sifting for
bursts21.) By summing eq 5 overn we obtain the autocorrelation
of eq 4,

restating the result that the sum of the waiting-time distributions
gives the autocorrelation function.23

For a Poisson process with constant ratek ) NS/T, the
waiting-time distributions are Gamma distributions (Pn+1(τ) )
kn+1τn exp(-kτ)/n!), so the PAID function is CSSS(τ,n) ) knτn

exp(-kτ)/n!. Using eq 6 (true for the function as well as the
estimator), we see that the correlation function is constant,
CSS(τ,n) ) 1, as expected for the uncorrelated Poisson process.

We now generalize the PAID histogram in eq 5 to more than
one channel by defining three roles for the photons (the simple
relationshipn ) j - i - 1 no longer applies). We use the start
and stop channel definitions from eq 4, but we also count the
number of photonsnM that arrive between timestSi and tTj in
an additional photon streamIM(t) (the “monitor” photon stream),
with photon arrival timestMk:

Figure 2. Instrumentation for two-color cross-correlation measure-
ments. Two laser sources (514 and 633 nm) are introduced into an
inverted microscope, reflected by a dichroic mirror (DM1), and focused
by a 1.3 NA oil-immersion objective into a sample cell, assembled
using two glass coverslips separated by a 1 mmthick silicone gasket.
Fluorescence from the sample is collected through the objective,
transmitted through DM1, and focused onto a pinhole (PH) by the
microscope tube lens (L1). After a second lens (L2), the fluorescence
is split by a dichroic mirror (DM2) into red and yellow channels. Red
and yellow fluorescence pass through band-pass filters (BP1 and BP2,
respectively) and are detected using APD1 and APD2, respectively.
The APDs emit an electronic pulse for every photon detected, and the
pulses are time-stamped using a counter-timer board and stored in a
PC (the timed photons are represented in the figure as bars where the
color of the bar represents whether the red or yellow channel detected
the photon).

IA(t) ) ∑
i)1

NA

δ(t,tAi) (2)

CST(τ) ) 〈IS(t)IT(t + τ)〉/〈IS(t)〉〈IT(t)〉 (3)

ĈST(τ) ) T∑
i)1

NS

∑
j)1

NT

δ(τ,tTj - tSi)/NSNT (4)

ĈSSS(τ,n) ) T∑
i)1

NS

∑
j)1

NS

δ(τ,tSj - tSi)δ(n,j - i - 1)/NS
2 (5)

ĈSS(τ) ) ∑
n)0

∞

ĈSSS(τ,n) (6)
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IM(t) is formally distinct fromIS and IT but can be set to be
identical to one or both. When the photon count dimension is
added to eq 3, the general PAID function for more than one
channel is

This function can be graphed in two dimensions (a discrete axis
n and a continuous axisτ), where the additionaln axis slices
the correlation into strips with different numbers of counted
monitor photons along the vertical axis. Rather than a photon
count probability distribution (the photon-counting histogram
of PCH/FIDA), the PAID function acts as a photon-count
distribution of correlations. For an experiment of durationT,
eq 8 can be estimated by a digital double summation histogram,

For each pair of photonstSi andtTj, an event is placed in a 2D
histogram, where one axis is the time intervalτ ) tTj - tSi, and
the other axis is the number of monitor photons countedn )
nM(tSi,tTj). Figure 3 shows how a PAID histogram is formed
from the start, stop, and monitor photon streams using eq 9. To
capture a wide dynamic range, log or quasi-log axes are used
for the histograms (Supporting Information sections 1S and 2S).
By summing overn and comparing to eq 4, we obtain

showing that the cross-correlation histogram is the collapse of
ĈSTM(τ,n) onto the time intervalτ axis.

Equation 9 is extended to include higher-order temporal
correlations, or more monitor photon streams, by adding factors
of the formδ(τ2,tT2j - tS2i) for temporal correlations and factors
of the form δ(n2,nM2(tSi,tTj)) for additional monitor photon
streams (S2, T2, andM2 for additional formal photon streams;
n2 and τ2 for additional photon-counting and time interval
variables). Higher-order temporal correlations are useful for
monitoring non-Markovian dynamics,24 and multiple monitor
photon count axes in a single histogram take better advantage
of dual-channel measurements (see Supporting Information
section 7.2S).

2.2. Application of PAID to Interacting Fluorescent
Species Diffusing in Solution.When fluorescent molecules
diffusing in solution are excited and detected using a single-
molecule epi-fluorescence confocal microscope (Figure 2), the
fluorescence is split into different channels (denotedA) that
detect spectral regions matching the emission spectra of the
fluorophores. Exc(xb) is the laser excitation profile, and CEF(xb)
is the collection efficiency function of the collection optics.25

The detectivity,φ(xb) ≡ Exc(xb)CEF(xb), is used to calculate the
effective detection volume,Veff ) (∫ dV φ(xb))2/∫ dV φ 2(xb). For
our experiments, we use a numerically calculated detectivity
(section 3.5). For simulations, we use a Gaussian detectivity,
φ(xb) ) exp[-2(x2 + y2)/ω2 - 2z2/l2], whereω is the 1/e2 width
in the x andy directions andl is length in thez direction (Veff

) π3/2ω2l).

For F freely diffusing, fluorescent species in solution, we
specify the species by an indexR ) 1...F; we associateR ) 0
with a constant background exhibiting Poisson statistics. The
primary parameters of a diffusing speciesR extracted from
fluorescence fluctuation measurements are the following: (1)
cR, the occupancy or average number of molecules inVeff; the
concentration [R] is obtained by dividing [R] ) cR/Veff. (2) τR

D,
the diffusion time of a molecule acrossVeff, or the time at which
the autocorrelation amplitude decays by a factor of 2 (excluding
other fluctuations); for a Gaussian detection volume withl >
ω, the “lateral diffusion time”,τR

D ) ω2/4DR, is used, whereDR
is the diffusion constant. (3)qRA, the brightness or count rate
per molecule averaged overVeff in channelA (the average count
rate for speciesR in channelA is kRA ) cRqRA). For background,
k0A is the count rate in channelA. PAID currently extractscR,
τR

D, qRA, andk0A (other properties not yet extracted using PAID
include rotational diffusion,26 intersystem crossing,27 and pho-
tobleaching28,29).

PAID is used to study macromolecular interactions by
extracting occupancy, diffusion time, and brightness for interact-
ing species. Since occupancies are directly proportional to the

Figure 3. Generation of a PAID histogram. (A) Photon streams from
three channels (start, stop, and monitor channels). The start, stop, and
monitor channels are distinct in this example, which is not necessary
for the formation of PAID histograms. In fact, for a single-channel
experiment, they are all necessarily identical; for a dual-channel
experiment, at least two are identical. Time axis is shown in discrete
clock units. A filled square indicates photon detection at that specific
time position. Start photons are identified with different colors, stop
photons with different letters, and monitor photons with different
numbers. Each photon in the start channel is paired with each stop-
channel photon occurring later in time. (B) PAID histogram. Thex-axis
is the time interval between the start and stop photons; they-axis is
the number of monitor photons counted in the time interval between
the start and stop photons. Example photon pair: the blue start photon
is paired with stop photon “d”. The time interval between these two
photons is 7 clock units, and there are three monitor photons (numbers
1, 2, and 3) between them. The corresponding entry into the histogram
in part B is coded with the blue background and the letter “d”.

nM(tSi,tTj) ≡ ∑
t)tSi+1

tTj-1

IM(t) (7)

CSTM(τ,n) ) 〈IS(t)IT(t)δ[n,nM(t,t + τ)]〉/〈IS(t)〉〈IT(t)〉 (8)

ĈSTM(τ,n) ) T∑
i)1

NS

∑
j)1

NT

δ(τ,tTj - tSi)δ[n,nM(tSi,tTj)]/NSNT (9)

ĈST(τ) ) ∑
n)0

∞

ĈSTM(τ,n) (10)
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concentration of species, they can be used to assess the affinity
of an interaction; for example, for a simple interaction with
equilibrium A + B h AB, varying [A] and [B] and measuring
occupancies of A, B, and AB using PAID allows the calculation
of the dissociation constant30 Kd ) [A][B]/[AB]. At nanomolar
concentrations generally used for FFS studies, association or
dissociation events are rare within the diffusion time scale.
Hence, we only observe A, B, and AB (but not any association
or dissociation events) and can treat the diffusing species as
“static” species. An upper bound ofkencounter< 10 s-1 for the
association rate is found using diffusion-limited encounter rates
between equal-sized macromolecules A and B30 present at 1
nM concentrations. This is greater than 100-fold slower than
typical diffusion times. SinceKd ) kd/ka, where ka is the
association rate constant andkd is the dissociation rate,kd < 10
s-1 to have a significant population of AB.

2.3. PAID Function Model. We now briefly describe how
we model the PAID function of eq 8 for data fitting (described
in more detail in Supporting Information section 3S). A model
for the single-channel PAID function of a constant background
exhibiting Poisson statistics was given in section 2.1. A possible
extension of that model is a renewal process, where successive
time intervalsti - ti-1 and ti+1 - ti are independent but have
identical distributions, P(τ). For fluorescent species diffusing
in solution, however, count rates depend more on the diffusion
of molecules through the confocal detection volume than on
the time since the previous photon; a renewal process would
be an inadequate model for this situation.

We model the photon emission statistics as a Poisson process
with a stochastic, fluctuating ratekA(t) for each channelA,
appropriate if the photons antibunching31 is neglected. Ad-
ditionally, we ignore intersystem crossing to triplet states and
photobleaching. For the ratekA(t), the probability for the number
of photons counted up to timet follows the series of differential
equations∂PA(t,n)/∂t ) kA(t)PA(t,n - 1) - kA(t)PA(t,n). Solving,
we obtain the Poisson distribution,32,33

where we defineKA(t0,t) ) ∫t0

t dt′ kA(t′) as the cumulative
intensity. Equation 11 only accounts for the “shot noise” intrinsic
to the counting process; varyingkA(t) widens this distribution
further.

We now apply eq 11 to the PAID function in eq 8, where
the ensemble averages are performed first to account for shot
noise, then for the varying rates〈· · ·〉 ) 〈〈· · ·〉shot〉rate. k(t) and
its integralKA(t0,t) are functions of continuous time, and will
not be written using discrete time variables (we will uset )
t∆t andτ ) τ∆t). Using the rateskS(t) andkT(t), andKM(t0,t) )
∫t0

t dt′ kM(t′), eq 8 is converted to

where khS ) 〈kS(t)〉rate and khT ) 〈kT(t)〉rate are average rates.
Stationarity is assumed, sot is set to 0.KM(∆t,τ) integrateskM(t)
from continuous times∆t to τ, converting from the expression
in eq 7.

Each ratekA(t) is split into contributions from background
and each ofNR independently diffusing and emitting molecules
from each speciesR ) 1...F in the sample volumeVsample

(concentration is [R] ) NR/Vsample ) cR/Veff); kA(t) ) ∑R)0
F

∑i)1
NR kRiA(t) ≡ ∑(R,i)kRiA(t). R ) 0 denotes the constant back-

ground. Using the rateskRiA(t), eq 12 simplifies to a sum of
convolutions of expressions for single molecules,

The asterisk (*) inside the brackets indicates repeated convolu-
tions (not multiplications). The single-molecule expressions,
f RSTM

(p,q) (KM|τ) ) ∫0
∞ dkS ∫0

∞ dkT PRSTM(kS,kT,KM|τ)kS
pkT

q, are inte-
grals overPRSTM(kS,kT,KM|τ), which is the joint probability
distribution for a molecule of speciesR to have count ratekS in
Sat time lag 0, count ratekT in T at time lagτ, and integrated
intensityKM between time lags∆t andτ. Inside the braces in
eq 13, the first sum contains the correlated contribution,f RSTM

(1,1) ,
accounting for the emission of each molecule at time lags 0
andτ; the second sum contains the uncorrelated contribution,
f RSTM

(1,0) * f âSTM
(0,1) , accounting for the emission of one molecule at

time lag 0 and another atτ. The repeated convolutions
∏γ[f γSTM

(0,0) *] Nγ account for the effects of the uncorrelated
molecules on the distribution inKM. The integration overKM

against the Poi(KM,n) converts the expression from cumulative
intensity space to photon count space, accounting for shot noise.

The expressionsf RSTM
(p,q) (KM|τ) are approximated by Monte

Carlo simulation of possible diffusion paths throughVeff.34 Veff

may be set as an analytical Gaussian detectivity, as a numerical
approximation, or as an experimentally measured detectivity.
A scaling law is used to model changes in brightness or diffusion
time; if we change variables,KM

0 ) KM/qRMτR
D andτ0 ) τ/τR

D,
we find f RSTM

(p,q) (KM|τ) dKM ) qRS
p qRT

q f 0STM
(p,q) (KM

0 |τ0) dKM
0 (see

Supporting Information section 3S). Once the function
f 0STM

(p,q) (KM
0 |τ0) (whereqRS

0 ) qRT
0 ) qRM

0 ) τR
D0 ) 1) is known, the

function for any other parameter values can be obtained by
scaling the variables according to the definitions ofτ0 andKM

0

The convolutions in eq 13 consume most of the time needed
to calculate the PAID function model. Because of the wide
temporal and dynamic ranges over which fluorescence fluctua-
tions occur, log axes are desirable. For the most efficient
calculation, the convolution method used must work in a log
domain (standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) methods use
linearly spaced data). We developed a novel method that
combines the use of the FFT with a quasi-log scale, making
the model calculation practical (Supporting Information section
3.2S). On a 1.2 GHz Pentium 3 based PC, the simultaneous
fits of the 8 possible dual-channel PAID histograms with 14
free parameters shown in Table 6 took 3 min per iteration (with
∼10 iterations per fit), whereas the fits for the single-channel
PAID histograms in Table 1 took 10 s per iteration (with∼10
iterations per fit). Narrowing the range of time intervals used
or decreasing the number of fitted parameters reduces fitting
time substantially, without compromising the ability of PAID
to monitor interactions. For example, by reducing the time range
of interest from a range of 1µs to 1 s to arange of 10µs to 10
ms, reducing the time bin spacing from 10 bins per decade to
5 bins per decade, simultaneously fitting only half of the 8
possible two-channel PAID histograms, and reducing the
resolution in the convolution algorithm by a factor of 2, the
fits from Table 6 take 10 s per iteration (with∼10 iterations
per fit). The resulting fitted parameters typically differ by<10%.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Preparation of DNA. We used fluorescently labeled
DNA fragments as model systems for exploring the capabilities

PA(t,n|t0) ) exp[-KA(t0,t)]
[KA(t0,t)]

n

n!
≡ Poi(KA(t0,t),n) (11)

CSTM(τ,n) ) 〈kS(0)kT(τ)Poi[KM(∆t,τ),n]〉rate/khSkhT (12)

CSTM(τ,n) ) ∫0

∞
dKM Poi(KM,n){∑

R
NR f RSTM

(1,1) (KM|τ)*∏
γ

[ f γSTM
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γ
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of PAID. The fluorophores used were Cy3B (λex ∼ 560 nm,
λem ∼ 580 nm), Cy3 (λex ∼ 550 nm,λem ∼ 570 nm), and Cy5
(λex ∼ 650 nm, λem ∼ 670 nm). Six DNA fragments were
synthesized (the nomenclature used in the superscript report the
fluorophore, the DNA position, and the DNA strand where the
fluorophore was introduced, i.e., T is the top strand and B is
the bottom strand): (1) DNACy3B,1T, (2) DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B, (3)
DNACy5,1T, (4) DNACy3,65B, (5) DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B, and (6)
DNACy5,65B. DNA fragments were prepared using standard
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols35 with one or two
5′-labeled DNA primers, followed by purification using non-
denaturing gel electrophoresis. The sequence of the top strand
was 5′-AGGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATAA-
TGTGTGGAATTGTGAGAGCGGATAACAATTTC-3′. We
prepared mixtures of DNACy3B,1T and DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65Bfor
single-channel applications and mixtures of DNACy5,1T,
DNACy3,65B, and DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Bfor dual-channel applications.
In all cases, the intramolecular separation between the two
fluorophores is large (65 bp (base pairs),∼240 Å) to preclude
FRET. Data were acquired for 5 min using 30 pM to 1 nM
DNA in 20 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7), 50 mM NaCl, 5%
glycerol, and 1 mM mercaptoethylamine (Fluka, Milwaukee,
WI). We added 0.1% BSA (Panvera, Madison, WI) to the
DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65Band DNACy3B,1T samples to reduce adsorp-
tion onto surfaces. The concentration of DNACy5,1T was
determined using UV-vis spectrophotometry and fluorescence
spectrophotometry for calibration. Higher-concentration (10-
25 nM) samples were prepared for all DNA fragments, and
occupancies and diffusion times were extracted using FCS as a
basis for dilutions.

3.2. Preparation of RNA-Polymerase (RNAP) and RNAP-
DNA Complex. Escherichia coliRNAP core was purchased
from Epicentre (Milwaukee, WI), and RNAPσ subunit (σCys596)
was purified and labeled at amino acid Cys596 using tetra-
methylrhodamine (TMR) as described.36 RNAP holoenzyme and
RNAP-DNA complexes were formed essentially as described,36

using DNACy5,65Bfor the formation of the complex; the complex
was diluted to 1 nM nominal concentration for the PAID
measurements. The large distance (.100 Å) between TMR and
Cy5 in the RNAP-DNA open complex precludes FRET
between the fluorophores.37 After formation of the RNAP-DNA
complex, the sample was loaded in nondenaturing 5% poly-
acrylamide gels and was electrophoresed at 10 V/cm for 1 h;
the resulting gels were imaged using an x-y fluorescence
imager (Molecular imager FX, Biorad, Hercules, CA) equipped
with 532 nm and 633 nm excitation lasers (for excitation of
“yellow” and “red” fluorophores respectively) and 585BP60 and
640LP emission filters (for detecting “yellow” and “red” channel
emissions, respectively).

3.3. Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy.The instrumenta-
tion used is similar to that used in refs 16 and 22 (Figure 2).
For single-channel experiments, the 532 nm line from a solid-
state pumped Nd:YAG laser (GCL-100-S, Crystalaser, Reno,
NV; 100 kW/cm2; excites Cy3 and Cy3B) was introduced using
fiber optics and reflected by an excitation dichroic mirror (DM1;
400-535-635 TBDR, Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT). For the
dual-channel experiments, two laser beams are introduced: 514
nm Ar+ (543-A-A02, Melles-Griot, Carlsbad, CA; 200 kW/cm2;
excites Cy3 and TMR, and to a much lesser degree, Cy5) and
633 nm HeNe (05-LHP-171, Melles-Griot, Carlsbad, CA; 66
kW/cm2; excites Cy5), and a different excitation dichroic mirror
(DM1; 390-510-630 TBDR, Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT)
was used. For both experiments, the laser excitation is focused
20 mm inside the solution by a 100× 1.3 NA Zeiss Neofluar

oil-immersion objective. Fluorescence is focused by the micro-
scope tube lens (L1) on a 100µm pinhole (PH) and split with
a dichroic mirror (DM2; 630 DMLP, Omega Optical) into two
detection channels: the Cy5 channel (filtered using a 650LP
filter (BP1), Omega Optical) and the TMR/Cy3/Cy3B channel
(filtered using a 580DF60 filter (BP2), Omega Optical). Silicon
avalanche photodiodes (APD1 and APD2, SPCM-AQR-14,
Perkin Elmer, Vaudreuil, QB, Canada) detect fluorescence
photons; a counter-timer board (PCI-6602, National Instruments,
Austin, TX) times photon-associated electronic pulses.

3.4. Simulation of Translational Diffusion of Molecules
and Photon Emission and Detection.Simulations for trans-
lational diffusion of molecules, photon emission, and detection
were performed similarly to ref 38. A Gaussian detectivity with
ω ) 0.35 µm, l ) 1.75 µm is placed at the center of a 3D
simulation box with sizeVbox ) 3.5× 3.5× 17.5µm3, assuming
periodic boundary conditions (a molecule that leavesVbox

reappears at the opposite side with the same lateral position); a
fixed number of molecules is placed inside the box. Diffusion
is simulated by a series of steps with∆t ) 1µs, during which
the excitation rate is kept constant (the diffusion timeτD g 100
µs). At each step, the distance changes forx, y, zare determined
by Gaussian random numbers, with meanµ ) 0 and standard
deviationσ ) (2D∆t)1/2, whereD is the diffusion constant. Until
time ∆t is passed, waiting times between a series of photon
detection events are generated using exponential random
numbers with a constant rateλ that depends on the excitation
rate at the molecule’s position; the fluorescence lifetime is
neglected, as are other photophysical effects. A uniform random
number determines which channel detects the photon.

3.5. Calculation of Detection Volume and Diffusion
Parameters.A numerically approximated, non-Gaussian vol-
ume is used for PAID analysis to account for our experimental
conditions. The laser excitation profile, Exc(xb), for an oil-
immersion objective focused 20µm inside the aqueous solution
was calculated using Monte Carlo integration of plane-wave
contributions using expressions from ref 39, simplified to scalar
diffraction, and accounting for the water-glass dielectric inter-
face.40 The effect of the pinhole, CEF(xb), in the detection path
(100 µm pinhole) was calculated using geometric optics,25

accounting for the water-glass dielectric surface (Supporting
Information section 4S). The peaks of the Exc(xb) and CEF(xb)
were translated with respect to each other to ensure good overlap
in thez direction (to simulate adjustment of the pinhole or the
APDs). The detectivityφ(xb) ≡ Exc(xb)CEF(xb) is used for
calculating the kernels described in section 2.3. The calculated
effective detection volume is 3.2µm3 (a concentration of 1 nM
corresponds to an occupancy of 1.9). The diffusion time of a
molecule of speciesR with a diffusion constantDR was
calculated by simulating many paths through the detection
volume: τD ) (2.8 × 10-10 cm2)/DR.

Since the persistence length of dsDNA is∼150 bp or 500
Å,41 we treat the DNA as rodlike polymers with lengthL ≈
240 Å and diameterb ≈ 20 Å, with averaged translational
diffusion constant42

whereη is the dynamic viscosity of the solution (η ) 1.16 mPa‚
s for aqueous solution with 5% v/v glycerol43). ForT ) 25 °C,
D ) 3.9 × 10-7 cm2/s, so τD ) 710 µs in the calculated
detection volume. We model the RNAP holoenzyme (dimen-
sions 120× 140 × 150 Å3)37 as a sphere with radius in the
range 60-75 Å, where

D ) ln(L/b)kBT/3πηL (14)
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In this case, the expected diffusion time is 0.9-1.1 ms.
3.6. Fitting Routine. We use nonlinear least-squares fitting

to extract the parameters from the PAID histograms, calculating
the necessary partial derivatives numerically. We use 10
independent instances of the histogram to calculate estimates
of the statistical errors of each bin to be used as weights in the
fitting routine.38 If a bin is nonzero in fewer than 10 instances,
it is excluded from the fit. Without this restriction, we found
that only a few points dominate the value ofø2. The 10
independent instances were individually fitted, extracting the
means and standard errors of the model parameters. The standard
error of the mean with 10 instances isxN ∼3 (N ) 10 is the
sample size) times smaller than the sample standard deviation
for each parameter. The same procedure is used for FIMDA,
FCS, and FIDA; each model used was specialized to diffusion
within a Gaussian detection volume (excluding triplet-state
fluctuations, etc.). FIMDA histograms were formed using the
same bins as the PAID histograms (Supporting Information
section 1S), and the spacing between counted intervals was set
to 10 µs for all time bin widths.

For experimental data, 300 s of data were split into 10 sections
of 30 s each; PAID histograms were calculated for each section,
and the standard deviation of each bin was calculated to estimate
the error of each bin; each section was fit separately, and the
mean and error of the mean of each fitted parameter was
calculated. Because PAID does not yet account for triplet-state
related fluctuations, the range of fitting for the experiments is
restricted to time intervals greater than 10µs. The procedure
was modified for the low-occupancy dual-channel experiments
since there were too few bursts from DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B and
DNACy5,1T, resulting in large errors for the extracted diffusion
times. To obtain better statistics, the histogram for all 300 s
was fitted, and subsequent bootstrap sampling was used to obtain
error estimates for the extracted parameters.44 To obtain one
bootstrap sample, the data were split into 10 sections of 30 s
each; 10 of these sections were randomly selected with
replacement (the same section can be selected multiple times,
or omitted). The PAID histograms for the selected sections were
then averaged. We obtained 10 bootstrap samples in this manner
and fit each of the resulting histograms; the standard deviation
of the 10 values extracted for each parameter is quoted as error
bars for low-occupancy data.

4. Results

4.1. Graphical Representation of Single-Channel Experi-
ments Using PAID. The PAID histogram is ideal for simul-
taneous measurements of diffusion time, brightness, and occu-
pancy. We now describe how the parameters of a diffusing
species (occupancy,c1; brightness per molecule in channel (A
) 1), q11; diffusion time,τ1

D; and background rate,k01) affect
the single-channel PAID histogram. Figure 4A shows the PAID
histogram for a 30 s simulation withc1 ) 0.1,τ1

D ) 100µs,q11

) 50 kHz, andk01 ) 0 kHz. At time intervalτ ) 0, a photon
from one of the molecules is detected; the position probability
distribution for the molecule that emitted the photon matches
the detectivityφ(xb). The autocorrelation amplitude isCSS(τ )
0) ) (c1 + 1)/c1,1 meaning there are on averagec1 + 1 ) 1.1
molecules of speciesR ) 1 insideVeff at τ ) 0, and producing
a ridge of high correlation density at smallτ, (Figure 4A,white
and red contours). The molecule exits the detection volume with
the diffusion time scaleτ1

D (the position probability distribu-

tion flattens); hence, the ridge of high correlation density decays
with a time scaleτ ∼ τ1

D (as with autocorrelation in FCS).
While the molecule that emitted the photon is present (time

interval τ , τ1
D), the average count rate in channelA is (1 +

c1)q11 so that the peak of high correlation density follows a
trajectory in the histogram of the formn ∼ [(1 + c1)q11]τ (in
the log plot in Figure 4A, the slope of the red ridge is 1 whereas
the vertical offset is log [(1+ c1)q11]). After a time intervalτ
. τ1

D, the molecule has diffused out ofVeff and the average
count rate returns to the value for a random time,c1q11 so that
the correlation density peak follows a trajectory of the formn
∼ (c1q11)τ (in the log plot in Figure 4A, the slope of the second,
orange ridge in theupper-right corneris 1 whereas the vertical
offset is log(c1q11)).

Individual parameters influence the PAID histograms in
specific ways (Figure 4B-E). When occupancy increases 10-
fold (Figure 4B), the histogram narrows along the monitor
photon count axis (opposing arrows), the correlation amplitude
decreases 10-fold, and the long time count rate increases 10-
fold (arrow on the upper-right). When the brightness increases
10-fold (Figure 4C), the histogram shifts up in the log-log plot
(as indicated by thearrows) and narrows along the monitor
photon axis. When the diffusion time increases 10-fold (Figure
4D), the red and white contours are extended 10-fold along the
time interval and the monitor photon count axes (arrow). When
a constant background with ratek01 ) 5 kHz is added (Figure
4E), the correlation density decreases (since many start photons
are now uncorrelated background photons), the background
gives rise to an additional shallow slope (arrow) of the histogram
to the right of the main correlation peak, and the total count
rate is doubled (seen at long time intervalsτ). In Figure 4F, a
second brighter species withq21 ) 4q11×, c2 ) 0.006,τ2

D )
100µs, and backgroundk01 ) 0.765 kHz is added (parameters
chosen so that the correlation curves corresponding to Figure
4A and Figure 4F overlap, demonstrating the limitations of
FCS).

The advantages of PAID over FCS are demonstrated by
comparing Figure 4G to the PAID histograms in Figure 4A-
F. In FCS, the occupancy is extracted from the correlation
amplitude, which isCSS(τ ) 0) ) 1 + 1/c1 for a single species
with no background (CSS(τ ) 0) ) 11.0 for the black curve).
One FCS limitation is that bothoccupancy increases(Figure
4B) andbackground increases(Figure 4E) decrease the cor-
relation amplitude (cf. thered curVe (c′1 ) 10×c1) and thecyan
curVe (with k01 ) 5 kHz) in Figure 4G). Another FCS limitation
is that changes in molecular brightness (Figure 4C) do not affect
the correlation curve (cf. theblack curVeanddashed green curVe
(q′11 ) 10×q11) in Figure 4G), preventing the ability to
distinguish between components with different brightness (cf.
the overlap of themagenta lineand theblack linein Figure 4G
to the difference between Figure 4A and Figure 4F).

The 2D representation shown in Figure 4, where changes in
brightness and diffusion time can be identified by changes in
specific features, is made possible by the definition used for
the PAID histogram. These features are not emphasized by
histograms based on counting photons on evenly spaced time
intervals (cf. Figure 4A and Supporting Information Figure
4SA).

4.2. Simulations: Quantitative Analysis of Stoichiometry
Using Single-Channel PAID.To demonstrate the ability of
PAID to extract simultaneously occupancy, diffusion time, and
brightness, and to compare it to FCS, FIDA/PCH, and FIMDA,
we generated single-channel (S ) T ) M), single-component
simulations in a Gaussian detection volume (section 3.4). The

D ) kBT/6πηR (15)
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low-occupancy series consists of 10 simulations:c1 ) 0.1, τ1
D

) 100 µs, q11 ) 50 kHz, andk01 ) 0 kHz (Table 1). In the
intermediate-occupancy series,c1 ) 1.0 (Table 1S). PAID
performed well in both series, with an average error for each
parameter of<2%. For low-occupancy simulations, FIMDA
extracts values with accuracy similar to PAID, but with a worse
fit (ø2∼ 4; see Supporting Information section 5S). For the
intermediate-occupancy simulations, the fits are good (ø2∼ 1)
and the extracted parameters are close to the simulation values
(except for a 5% downward bias in the diffusion time). The
accuracy of FCS-extracted parameters was similar to PAID and
FIMDA. The errors of the FIDA-extracted parameters were
similar to the errors found using the other methods. There are
biases inc1 andq11 due to diffusion during the time bin (time
bin width was 20µs,1/5 the shortest diffusion time). These biases
can be estimated using a correction factorΓdiff for occupancy
capp ) c/Γdiff and brightnessqapp ) qΓdiff .14 For the Gaussian
detectivity used, we obtaincapp ) 0.107 andqapp ) 47 kHz,
matching the values in Tables 1 and 1S.

We also performed low- (c1 ) c2 ) 0.05; Table 2) and
intermediate-occupancy (c1 ) c2 ) 0.5; Table 2S) simulations
to test the ability of PAID to differentiate two components.
Figure 5 shows a representative PAID fit for a low-occupancy
simulation from Table 2; a one-species fit is shown to be a poor

fit of the data. PAID performed well: low-occupancy simula-
tions yielded low errors (1% to 2%); intermediate-occupancy
simulations yielded somewhat higher errors (1% to 8%), as well
as biases up to 10% for the diffusion time and occupancy of
the lower brightness species. The errors and biases of the
FIMDA-extracted parameters were in general similar to those
extracted using PAID. However, for low-occupancy simulations,
the occupancy biases were larger (∼20%). For intermediate-
occupancy simulations, occupancy biases were reduced, but the
background count rate values were off by 25%. Differences
between PAID and FIMDA at low occupancy are primarily
related to modeling, rather than to the histograms used (Sup-
porting Information section 5S). FCS fits with fixed brightness
did not converge for either high- or low-occupancy simulations.
If both occupancy and brightness are fixed, diffusion times can
be extracted, but with poorer accuracy than with PAID or
FIMDA; since FIDA/PCH can (at best) fix the occupancies and
brightnesses to their correct values, this demonstrates that
simultaneous fitting of FCS and FIDA/PCH cannot match the
performance of PAID or FIMDA. The errors of the parameters
extracted from the two-species simulations were larger for FIDA
than for PAID or FIMDA.

4.3. Experiments: Quantitative Analysis Using Single-
Channel PAID. Measurements were performed on DNA

Figure 4. Effects of changes in the characteristics of diffusing molecules on the single-channel PAID histogram. The first histogram (A) was
formed from a single-channel simulation, with a single diffusing species (start) stop) monitor channel). Thex-axis is the time interval between
the start and stop photons; they-axis is the number of monitor photon counts between them. The occupancy isc1 ) 0.1, the diffusion time isτ1

D

) 100 µs, the brightness isq11 ) 50 kHz, and the background count rate isq01 ) 0 kHz. Panels B-F illustrate how changes in the parameters of
the diffusing species, the background count rate, and the sample composition affect the PAID histogram. Arrows indicate changes in features (see
text for details). (B) The occupancy is increased 10-fold,c′1 ) 10c1. (C) The brightness per molecule is increased 10-fold,q′11 ) 10q11. (D) The
diffusion time of the molecule is increased 10-fold,τ′1D ) 10τ1

D. (E) A background component is added,k′01 ) 5 kHz. (F) A species with 4 times
the brightness is introduced,q21 ) 200 kHz, along with a backgroundk′01 ) 0.8 kHz (values chosen so that autocorrelations corresponding to parts
A and F overlap). (G) Autocorrelations, corresponding to the collapse of the PAID histograms in parts A-F onto the time interval axis, are shown
for comparison with FCS.

TABLE 1: Parameters Extracted Using PAID, FIMDA, FCS, and FIDA Fits for Single-Channel, One-Component Simulations
in a Gaussian Detection Volumea

averaged fits for 10 simulations (30 s each): low occupancy

parameters simulation: PAID FIMDA FCS FIDA

ø2 1.2( 0.1 4.7( 0.2 1.3( 0.1 0.6( 0.1
k01 (kHz) 0.0 0.01( 0.01 0.01( 0.01 N/Ab 0.02( 0.01
c1 (mol) 0.1 0.100( 0.001 0.100( 0.001 0.099( 0.001 0.105( 0.001
τ1

D (µs) 100.0 98( 1 99( 1 100( 1 N/Ab

q11(kHz) 50.0 48.9( 0.3 49.7( 0.3 N/Ab 47.3( 0.3

a Fixed values are in italics, fitted parameters are quoted with error estimates.b Not available.
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fragments to test the ability of single-channel PAID to dif-
ferentiate species in solution. Three samples were tested in the
low-occupancy regime: 0.1 nM DNACy3B,1T only; 0.1 nM
DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65Bonly; and a mixture of 0.05 nM DNACy3B,1T

and 0.05 nM DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B(Tables 3 and 4). Similarly,
three samples were tested with 10 times higher concentration
(in the intermediate-occupancy regime; Tables 3S and 4S). For
the fits of the one-species samples (Tables 3 and 3S), all
parameters were fitted; the model fits well (ø2 in the range of
0.8-1.5). The important feature of the analysis is that the
DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65Bis ∼2.1 times as bright as the DNACy3B,1T,
demonstrating the ability of PAID to evaluate stoichiometry (See
Supporting Information section 6.2S on initial experiments

performed with Cy3 rather than Cy3B); similar stoichiometry
results are obtained using FCS in combination with the mean
count rate (not shown). On the basis of the calculated detection
volume (section 3.5), the occupancies of 1 nM and 0.1 nM
samples are expected to be, respectively, 1.9 and 0.19. The
occupancies extracted are within 30% of these values (the errors
are attributed to pipetting errors and losses on surfaces). The
measured diffusion times (620-760 µs) match the calculated
diffusion time (710µs). The measured background rates for three
of the samples (0.2-0.4 kHz) are consistent with buffer-only
measurements (0.24 kHz). The exception is the background in
the intermediate-occupancy sample of DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B;
however, the background makes up<1% of the signal.

Tables 4 and 4S list the results for two-component fits of the
one- and two-species samples. For the “fixed ratio fit”, the
brightness of one species is fixed to be twice the brightness of
the other; the total brightness can vary and the diffusion times
of the two components are kept equal. For the “restricted fit”,
only occupancies are allowed to vary; the brightness values for
the two components are set to be 1 and 2 times the brightness
from the single-labeled species in Tables 3 and 3S, the diffusion
times are taken from the same species, and the background is
taken from separate, buffer-only measurements.

For the single-species samples, only one component is fitted
with a significant occupancy for most of the fits (ratio of
occupancies>10:1); the only exception is the “fixed ratio fit”
of the intermediate-occupancy sample of DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B(the
ratio is 4:1; however, the restricted fit has a ratio of 12:1). For
the mixture samples, significant occupancies are fitted for both
components for all of the fits. By dividing the single-species
occupancies (Tables 3 and 3S) by 2, we obtain the expected
occupancies for the mixture; the expected occupancies of
DNACy3B,1T and DNACy3B,1Cy3B,65Bare, respectively, 0.10 and
0.07 for the low-occupancy samples and 1.1 and 1.2 for the
intermediate-occupancy samples. The occupancies extracted
from the low-occupancy mixture match the expected occupan-
cies within 10% (except the lower brightness species is fit with
a 30% higher occupancy with the restricted fit). The occupancies
extracted from the intermediate-occupancy mixture are biased
toward the lower brightness species (identified with DNACy3B,1T;
30% and 80% higher in the fixed ratio fit and restricted fit,
respectively), decreasing the amount detected in the higher
brightness species (identified with DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B; 20%
lower and 50% lower in the fixed ratio fit and the restricted fit,
respectively). These biases are likely due to inadequate modeling
of the detection volume; spurious components or biases are
generally the result of imperfect overlap of model and data.45

Nevertheless, significant occupancies for two components were
extracted in the mixtures, but not in the single-species samples,
demonstrating the capabilities of PAID to detect heterogeneity
in single-channel experiments. For the fixed ratio fits, the

TABLE 2: Parameters Extracted Using PAID, FIMDA, FCS, and FIDA Fits for Single-Channel, Two-Component Simulations
in a Gaussian Detection Volume

averaged fits for 10 simulations (30 s each): low occupancy

parameters simulation: PAID FIMDA FCS FIDA

ø2 0.77( 0.04 1.1( 0.3 1.3( 0.2 0.5( 0.1
k01 (kHz) 2.0 2.00( 0.01 1.90( 0.01 2.0 1.99( 0.03
c1 (mol) 0.05 0.048( 0.001 0.064( 0.001 0.05 0.059( 0.002
τ1

D (µs) 100.0 100( 2 117( 4 105( 7 N/Aa

q11(kHz) 50.0 50( 1 51( 2 50.0 48( 2
c2 (mol) 0.05 0.052( 0.001 0.042( 0.002 0.05 0.048( 0.003
τ2

D (µs) 150.0 145( 2 146( 3 142( 3 N/Aa

q21(kHz) 100.0 98( 1 106( 1 100.0 100( 2

a Not Available.

Figure 5. Representative PAID fit from Table 2. (A) The PAID
histogram for the simulation (low occupancy). (B) The fitted PAID
histogram for the 2-species fit. (C) A 2D map of residuals for the fitted
histogram in part B. (D) A 2D map of residuals for the 1-species fit.
(E) Horizontal slices of PAID histograms. Slices of the simulation are
black; slices of fits are red and green; residuals are dashed. (F) Vertical
slices.
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diffusion times extracted (630-760 µs) match the calculated
value (710µs). The brightness values are consistent with those
extracted from the single-component fits (all within 15%).

4.4. Graphical Representation of Dual-Channel Experi-
ments Using PAID. In dual-channel experiments, the ability
of PAID to extract brightness for each species in multiple
channels is extremely important. As illustrated in Figure 1B, in
a dual-color fluorescence binding assay, one molecule Ay is
labeled with a fluorophore of one color (for example “yellow”,
denotedy), while the second molecule Br is labeled with a
fluorophore of a second color (for example “red”, denotedr).
Three species are present in solution: free Ay, free Br, and
complexes AyBr. The fluorophoresy andr have corresponding
“yellow” and “red” detection channels:Y andR, respectively.
Because of the vibronic tail of organic fluorophores toward the
red end of their emission spectra, there is a small contribution
from y into the channelR; the contribution fromr into channel
Y is typically negligible.

For each dual-channel data set (from experiment or simula-
tion), we performed a global fit of the series of all possible
dual-channel PAID histograms, extracting brightness (in both
channels), diffusion time, and occupancy for the species AyBr,
Ay, and Br. We write the channel assignments as three letter
codes,STM, specifying the start, stop, and monitor channels
(eg., theRYRPAID histogram usesS) R, T ) Y, andM ) R).
For dual-channel experiments, there are 8 unique channel
assignments for the PAID histogram:RRR, RRY, RYR, RYY,
YRR, YRY, YYR, andYYY. The assignments ofS and T (first
two letters) select species of interest, which emit photons in
both S andT. The choice ofM determines which fluorophore
will be analyzed in terms of brightness. Figure 6 shows how
each PAID histogram emphasizes particular species.

Taken together, theRYR, RYY, YRR, andYRYhistograms can
determine the properties of AyBr. The histograms withS ) R
andT ) Y emphasize time regions when AyBr is present, since
AyBr emits photons in bothR andY whereas Ay and Br emit
only in one channel. Specifically, theRYRhistogram monitors
the brightness ofr (Figure 6A,RYRwith AyBr present; Figure

6B, RYRwith no AyBr). The correlation density peak in Figure
6A corresponding to AyBr (shown by thearrow) is absent in
Figure 6B (the small correlation peak in Figure 6B corresponds
to the contribution ofy into R). The RYY, YRR, and YRY
histograms (not shown) are similar to theRYRhistogram.

The histograms withS) RandT ) Remphasize time regions
where Br and AyBr are present, since both emit photons inR.
Specifically, for theRRRhistogram, the correlation peaks from
Br and AyBr overlap since both have a similar brightness inR
(Figure 6D-F). There is only one correlation peak visible, where
Br and AyBr both contribute (Figure 6D,arrows), so theRRR
histogram cannot distinguish well between Br and AyBr.
However, for theRRYhistogram (Figure 6G-I), the correlation
peaks from Br and AyBr are well separated. AyBr emits in Y
(resulting in a correlation peak with high monitor photon count;
left arrow), whereas Br does not emit inY (resulting in a
correlation peak with low monitor photon counts;right arrow)
(Figure 6, parts G and I). When AyBr is absent, the correspond-
ing correlation peak is noticeably absent, leaving only the
correlation peak resulting from Br (Figure 6, parts H and I).
TheYYYandYYRPAID histograms emphasize Ay and AyBr in
a similar manner (Figure 6J-L).

In Supporting Information section 7.1S, all 8 dual-channel
PAID histograms were simultaneously fitted for the low-
occupancy simulations shown in Figure 6 and for intermediate-
occupancy simulations as well. The accuracy of the extracted
parameters was within 7% for diffusion times and within 2%
for the remaining parameters.

4.5. Experiments: Quantitative Analysis Using Dual-
Channel PAID. We performed measurements on fluorescently
labeled DNA fragments to test the ability of dual-channel PAID
to detect multiple species in solution and measure their
occupancies, diffusion times, and brightnesses in both channels.
The fluorophores used in these experiments were Cy3 (as the
“yellow” fluorophorey) and Cy5 (as the “red” fluorophorer).
On the basis of the occupancies measured at higher concentra-
tion and the dilutions used, the occupancies for the low-
occupancy samples were expected to be 0.09( 0.01 for

TABLE 3: Parameters Extracted Using Single-Component PAID Fits for Single-Channel, Single-Species Experimentsa

averaged fits for 10 measurements (30 s each): low occupancy

parameters DNACy3B,1T DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B

ø2 0.8( 0.1 1.2( 0.1
k01 (kHz) 0.39( 0.03 0.37( 0.04
c1 (mol) 0.19( 0.01 0.14( 0.01
τ1

D (µs) 640( 20 760( 30
q11 (kHz) 9.9( 0.2 21.5( 0.7

a For the buffer-only measurements,k01 ) 0.24 (0.01 kHz.

TABLE 4: Parameters Extracted Using Two-Component PAID Fits for Single-Channel, One- and Two-Species Experiments

averaged fits for 10 measurements (30 s each): low occupancy

parameters
DNACy3B,1T

fixed ratio fita
DNACy3B,1

restricted fitb
DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B

fixed ratio fit
DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B

restricted fit

DNACy3B,1T

DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B

fixed ratio fit

DNACy3B,1T

DNACy3B,1T/Cy3B,65B

restricted fit

ø2 0.8( 0.1 1.9( 0.3 1.2( 0.1 2.3( 0.3 1.1( 0.1 1.9( 0.3
k01 (kHz) 0.36( 0.02 0.24 0.35( 0.03 0.24 0.40( 0.02 0.24
c1 (mol) 0.19( 0.01 0.21( 0.01 0.01( 0.01 0.01( 0.01 0.10( 0.02 0.13( 0.01
τ1

D (µs) 680( 10 640 760( 20 640 760( 20 640
q11(kHz) 9.7( 0.2 9.9 10.8( 0.3 9.9 9.6( 0.4 9.9
c2 (mol) 0.01( 0.01 0.001( 0.001 0.14( 0.01 0.16( 0.01 0.08( 0.01 0.07( 0.01
τ2

D (µs) 680( 10 640 760( 20 640 760( 20 640
q21(kHz) 4.8( 0.1 19.9 21.6( 0.5 19.9 19.3( 0.8 19.9

a The ratio between the brightness of both components, fixed to a factor of 2, and the diffusion times of the two components are linked.b The
brightness values are 1 and 2 times the values extracted from the DNACy3B,1T samples, and the diffusion times are fixed. The background rates were
extracted from separate experiments.
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DNACy5,1T, 0.12 ( 0.01 for DNACy3,65B, and 0.08( 0.01 for
DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B. The occupancy for DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B was
found by analyzing the Cy3 fluorescence, so the occupancy
quoted also includes DNACy5dark,IT/Cy3,65B (with nonfluorescent

Cy5, as seen in previous studies22,46). The fragments were
prepared and analyzed as free components (Table 5) and in the
following mixtures (Table 6): DNACy5,1T/DNACy3,65B(to simu-
late noninteracting species) and DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B/DNACy5,1T/

Figure 6. Dual-channel PAID histograms for simulations containing the species expected in an interaction study. Symbolsr andy indicate the red
and yellow fluorophores, respectively;RandY indicate the red and yellow detector channels, respectively. Parts A, D, G, and J are PAID histograms
RYR, RRR, RRY, andYYRof a mixture containingAy (c1 ) 0.05,τ1

D ) 300 µs, q1R ) 5 kHz, andq1Y ) 45 kHz),Br (c2 ) 0.05,τ2
D ) 300 µs, q2R

) 50 kHz, andq2Y ) 0 kHz), andAyBr (c3 ) 0.05,τ3
D ) 400 µs, q3R ) 55 kHz, andq3Y ) 45 kHz). The background in each channel wask0R )

k0Y ) 2 kHz. In parts B, E, H, and K, the mixture does not contain the complex (AyBr) present in,parts A, D, G, and J. The effect of the absence
of AyBr is seen by comparing part A with part B, part D with part E, part G with part H, and part J with part K. Differences are pointed to by arrows
and discussed in the text. The cartoons of the free molecules and complexes indicate which species contribute to any large correlation density peak.
Vertical slices from the PAID histograms at time intervalτ ) 1 ms are shown in parts C, F, I, and L, showing the difference between the histograms
with and withoutAyBr.

TABLE 5: Parameters Extracted Using PAID Fits for Two-Channel, Single-Species, Low-Occupancy Experiments

fit for 1 measurement (300 s): low occupancya

parameters DNACy5,1T DNACy3,65B DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

ø2 9.3( 0.2 5.5( 0.1 1.9( 0.3
k0R (kHz) 0.82( 0.01 0.76( 0.01 0.68( 0.01
k0Y (kHz) 1.30( 0.01 1.14( 0.03 0.95( 0.01

DNA fragment 1 DNACy5,1T DNACy3,65B DNACy5dark,1T/Cy3,65B

c1 (mol) 0.022( 0.001 0.073( 0.003 0.023( 0.003
τ1

D (µs) 430( 10 570( 10 670( 60
q1R (kHz) 12.0( 0.1 0.94( 0.03 0.8( 0.1
q1Y (kHz) 0.02( 0.01 10.0( 0.3 9.2( 0.8

DNA fragment 2 none none DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

c2 (mol) 0.012( 0.001
τ2

D (µs) 650( 10
q2R (kHz) 6.8( 0.3
q2Y (kHz) 6.7( 0.3

a All 300 s of low-occupancy data fit at once to improve statistics.
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DNACy3,65B (to simulate interacting species). The consistency
between the values extracted from fits of data from single-
species samples and values extracted from multiple-species fits
of mixtures demonstrates the ability of PAID to analyze mixtures
of species. The same samples were also prepared with 10-fold
higher occupancies (intermediate-occupancy samples; Support-
ing Information section 8S).

Figure 7 shows how to visually detect the presence of the
double-labeled DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Busing PAID histograms. Two
low-occupancy data sets are shown: DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B/DNACy5,1T/
DNACy3,65B (Figure 7, parts A, D, G, and J) and DNACy5,1T/
DNACy3,65B(Figure 7, parts B, E, H, and K). By comparing the
two sets of histograms, we can identify DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B. Refer
to section 4.4 and Figure 6 for a description of which species
are emphasized by each histogram (DNACy3,65Bcorresponds to
Ay, DNACy5,1T to Br, and DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Bto AyBr). In Figure
7, because the occupancy of DNACy3,65B is higher than that of
DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B, the peaks corresponding to DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

are less pronounced than those in Figure 6.
In Tables 5 and 6, we obtained fits with 10> ø2 > 1 (ideally

ø2 ∼ 1). Although the quality of the fits is sufficient for accurate
and consistent extraction of parameters, the deviations indicated
by the higherø2 sometimes give rise to biases (see below).
Figure 8 shows a fit of theRYRhistogram (same as Figure 7A,
emphasizing DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B) for the mixture in Table 6; this
is one of the eight simultaneously fitted histograms (ø2 ) 2.3).
Residuals show no large scale patterns (see Figure 8C and fit 1
in Figure 8, parts E and F).

The deviations between model and fit can be attributed to
two general sources. First, many photophysical properties are
not yet modeled in PAID, such as triplet-state fluctuations and
fluorescence saturation,27 photobleaching,28,29and photoinduced
isomerization.47 Although time intervals less than 10µs are
excluded from the fit to minimize photophysical effects, these
properties still affect fitted values. Second, deviations of the
experimental detection volume from the modeled volume may
also play a role in the increasedø2.45 For Tables 5 and 6, we
used a non-Gaussian detectivity (section 3.5); when we used a

Gaussian detectivity, significantly higherø2 values were found.
For example, fitting the three-species mixture data from Table
6 using the Gaussian volume resulted in fits withø2 ) 13 (see
residuals for “fit 2” in Figure 8D-F); the non-Gaussian volume
yieldedø2 ) 2.3.

Table 5 shows fitted values for the samples with one species
of DNA fragments; all parameters were allowed to vary. To fit
the data for DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B, two components were necessary,
one with Cy3 only and another with Cy3 and Cy5. This is due
to nonfluorescent Cy5; single-species fits and inspection of time
traces both indicate the presence of a species emitting only in
the Cy3 channel.22,46 A species with nonemitting Cy3 was not
found. For the single-species data (Table 5), the extracted
occupancies were 35% to 70% lower than expected from higher-
concentration FCS experiments (note: for DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B, the
occupancies for DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Band DNACy5dark,1T/Cy3,65Bare
added). The difference between extracted and estimated oc-
cupancies can be attributed to loss of DNA on surfaces during
handling (see Supporting Information section 8S for intermedi-
ate-occupancy samples). Diffusion times extracted for
DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Band DNACy3,65B are similar to the theoretical
ones (550-700 µs vs 710µs); diffusion times for DNACy5,1T

are shorter (∼400 µs), largely due to photoinduced isomeriza-
tion,47 although photobleaching of Cy5 within the detection
volume and triplet-state fluctuations may play a role. Extracted
brightness values are similar to those found in single-channel
experiments.

Data from intermediate-occupancy samples were analyzed
using FCS over the same range of time intervals, modeling only
diffusion (Supporting Information section 8.3S). Variations in
diffusion time were correlated variations found using PAID,
indicating that the photophysical properties that affect FCS have
similar effects on PAID.

We performed two fits for mixtures of DNA fragments
simulating noninteracting and interacting species (Table 6). The
first fit assumes the correct number of species but allows all
parameters to freely vary; the second fit uses the single-species
parameters already extracted to restrict the parameters for the

TABLE 6: Parameters Extracted Using PAID Fits for Two-Channel, Multiple-Species, Low-Occupancy Experiments

fit for 1 measurement (300 s): low occupancy

parameters

DNACy3,65B,
DNACy5,1T

unrestricted
2 compo-
nent fit

DNACy3,65B,
DNACy5,1T

restricted
3 compo-
nent fit

DNACy3,65B,
DNACy5,1T,

DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

unrestricted
3 component fit

DNACy3,65B,
DNACy5,1T,

DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

restricted
3 component fit

ø2 2.8( 0.2 3.5( 0.1 2.3( 0.4 3.9( 0.1
k0R (kHz) 0.87( 0.01 0.88( 0.01 0.80( 0.01 0.78( 0.01
k0Y (kHz) 1.04( 0.01 1.04( 0.01 1.12( 0.01 1.08( 0.01

DNA fragment 1 DNACy5,1T DNACy5,1T DNACy5,1T DNACy5,1T

c1 (mol) 0.018( 0.001 0.016( 0.001 0.011( 0.001 0.016( 0.001
τ1

D (µs) 430( 10 430 360( 10 420
q1R (kHz) 11.0( 0.2 12.0 15.4( 0.4 12.5
q1Y (kHz) 0.01( 0.02 0.02 0.02( 0.03 0.0

DNA fragment 2 DNACy3,65B DNACy3,65B DNACy3,65Ba DNACy3,65Ba

c2 (mol) 0.068( 0.001 0.067( 0.001 0.077( 0.003 0.088( 0.001
τ2

D (µs) 530( 10 570 570( 10 570
q2R (kHz) 0.95( 0.02 0.94 0.89( 0.02 0.94
q2Y (kHz) 10.2( 0.1 10.0 11.2( 0.3 10.0

DNA fragment 3 none DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B

c3 (mol) 0.0001( 0.0001 0.015( 0.002 0.013( 0.001
τ3

D (µs) 650 680( 40 650
q3R (kHz) 6.8 7.3( 0.7 6.8
q3Y (kHz) 6.7 6.8( 0.3 6.7

a Includes contributions from DNACy5dark,1T/Cy3,65B.
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free components, except for occupancy. These fits show that a
sample with two species can be distinguished from a sample
with three species. PAID performed extremely well; the
occupancies extracted from the mixtures using restricted fits
were consistent with the occupancies extracted from the single-
species samples (within 15%, except for DNACy5,1T, which is
27% lower).

For the unrestricted fits, the occupancies extracted for
DNACy3,65Band DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Bare consistent with the values
obtained using the restricted fits (typically within 10%).
However, the occupancy extracted for DNACy5,1T in the three-
species sample is smaller (30%), with compensating increases
in the brightness extracted inR. The diffusion times and
brightness values extracted are consistent with those found for
the single-species samples (within 10%, except for the brightness
of DNACy5,1T, the three-species mixture, which is about 20%
higher).

4.6. Analysis of RNA-Polymerase-DNA Interactions. We
used PAID to study the formation of RNA-polymerase com-
plexes with DNA, showing that PAID can resolve and quantitate
species with differences in brightness and/or diffusion time.
DNA was labeled with Cy5 (as the “red” fluorophorer) to yield
DNACy5,65B; RNAP was labeled with TMR (as the “yellow”
fluorophorey) on theσ subunit to yield RσTMR. In the RσTMR-

DNACy5 complex, the distance between TMR and Cy5 is.100
Å, excluding interactions between the fluorophores (Murakami
et al.).37 We examined free DNACy5, free RσTMR, and an
interaction mixture that contained the RσTMR-DNACy5,65B

complex along with free species (“RNAP+ DNA” sample;
Table 7). PAID analysis of DNACy5,65B recovered brightness
and diffusion times similar to the ones of the previous DNA
fragments (8.9 kHz vs 9.4-10.2 kHz and 440µs vs∼400 µs,
respectively). Analysis of RσTMR recovered brightness of∼10
kHz, while the diffusion time of∼710 µs was larger than that
of DNACy5 but smaller than the theoretical value (∼1 ms; section
3.5). This may be due to the reasons mentioned in previous
sections, or to imperfect modeling of the diffusion constant of
the protein.

The RNAP+ DNA sample shows the presence of four major
species that are also observed after resolution of RNAP+ DNA
samples on polyacrylamide gels (Figure 9). For the RNAP-
DNA interaction, distinct species can be identified on the basis
of their gel mobility and theirY:R emission ratio (note that
electrophoretic mobility depends on size and charge and is not
simply related to free translational diffusion measured by PAID).
The major species are characterized as (i) free DNA, (ii)
σ-associated species, (iii) RNAP-DNA complex, and (iv)
aggregates (a heterogeneous species with a large variety of sizes

Figure 7. Dual-channel PAID histograms for samples containing species of labeled DNA fragments corresponding to those expected in an interaction
study. The histograms chosen are the same as in Figure 6. Parts A, D, G, and J are PAID histogramsRYR, RRR, RRY, andYYRof a DNACy5,1T,
DNACy3,65B, and DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65Bmixture. Parts B, E, H, and K are PAID histograms of a DNACy5,1T and DNACy3,65B mixture. Differences in the
histograms (due to the absence of DNACy5,1T/Cy3,65B) are pointed to by arrows. Parts C, F, I, and L compare vertical slices of the histograms at time
interval τ ) 1 ms. Because of the inactive component of Cy5, the occupancy of the dual-labeled species is significantly lower than the other
species, lowering the peaks corresponding to the dual-labeled species (cf. Figure 6). See Figure 5S in the Supporting Information to see correlations
corresponding to the collapse of these PAID histograms.
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ranging from smaller oligomers to large aggregates). (This will
be discussed in further detail in another manuscript, which is
in preparation.) When a three-component PAID fit was per-
formed on the RNAP+ DNA sample (not shown), a single
species with onlyY-channel emission was extracted, with
brightness corresponding to∼2 copies of TMR per species. This
result was inconsistent with the biochemical system (Figure 9),
with visual inspection of the PAID histograms, and with
fluorescence intensity time traces showing few exceptionally
bright bursts in theY channel (such bursts were absent in the
buffer or DNACy5,65B and were extremely rare in the RσTMR

sample). Therefore, a four-component PAID fit was performed
on the RNAP + DNA data, recovering four species with
diffusion times andY:R brightness ratios that correspond well
to gel-resolved species of RNAP+ DNA samples (Figure 9).
This fit yielded additional information inaccessible to ensemble
fluorescence imaging or other FFS methods.

Species 1 has properties consistent with those of free
DNACy5,65B (emission only in theR channel, corresponding to
a single copy of Cy5); we identify this species as “free DNA”.
Species 2 shows emission only in theYchannel (corresponding
to a single copy of TMR) and diffusion time smaller than the
RNAP-DNA complex or holoenzyme but similar to DNA
(compared with the 600-700 µs found with Cy3 in previous
sections); we identify this species as a combination of a “σ-
associated species” generated during the preparation of RNAP-

DNA complex (section 3.2) and of RNAP-DNA complex with
nonfluorescent Cy5 (analogous to DNACy5dark,1T/Cy3,65Bin section
4.5). Species 3 shows comparable emission at bothY and R
channels (corresponding to a single copy of TMR and a single
copy of Cy5) and diffusion time (790µs) slightly larger than
the free holoenzyme (710µs) and larger than free DNA (440-
480µs with Cy5 attached, 550-700µs with Cy3); we identify
this species as “RNAP-DNA complex”. Species 4 shows
emission only at theY channel, with high brightness (corre-
sponding to a mean of∼3 copies of TMR per species), and has
the longest average diffusion time (850µs) of all species; we
identify this species as “aggregates”. Species 4 is a heteroge-
neous species, likely containing aggregates with varying num-
bers of subunits; different sections of data contained bursts of
highly variable height and duration (most of the bright bursts
from species 4 are of∼1 ms duration; however, we have
observed “yellow-labeled” species that generated bursts longer
that 1 s with a peak height of 60 kHz). This variability is
manifested in the PAID fits by the larger uncertainties found
for the brightness and diffusion time of species 4. PAID also
recovered the occupancy of the various species; however, since
PAID measurements are performed in a different concentration
regime, matrix, and buffer than the gel mobility assays, we do
not necessarily expect quantitative agreement of PAID results
with the gel results, and therefore, this comparison was not
performed.

The qualitative agreement between PAID and gel imaging
in terms of molecular size (measured as PAID-based diffusion
time or gel-based electrophoretic mobility) and relative bright-
ness (measured as the ratio of PAID-based molecular brightness
or gel-based fluorescence intensity ratio) of the major species
validates the use of PAID for analysis of complex mixtures.
Such a complicated mixture will present a great challenge for
other popular FFS methods, such as FCS, FCCS, PCH/FIDA,
2D-FIDA, or FIMDA. These methods are not able to simulta-
neously monitor the diffusion time and brightness on both
channels, preventing the reliable detection and characterization
of the species obtained using PAID (2D-FIDA would be able
to separate and identify the species, but would lack the
information on diffusion time). PAID reliably separates the
species by extracting the relative brightness in the two channels;
the diffusion time assists in the separation but also proves very
useful in species identification. For example, the diffusion time
provides additional evidence for the discrimination between the
aggregates and the lower brightness,σ-associated species that
emit in the same channel.

5. Discussion

Because of their ability to differentiate distinct species and
extract their individual properties, FFS methods are valuable
tools in the analysis of macromolecular interactions. We have
introduced PAID, a multidimensional method applicable to
multiple channels, and have demonstrated robust, simultaneous
extraction of occupancy, diffusion time, and brightness in single-
and dual-channel formats for multiple species. Such simulta-
neous extraction of occupancy, diffusion time, and brightness,
which improves identification and characterization, has previ-
ously been performed in only one channel.14 The PAID
histogram provides a visual representation that emphasizes the
interesting features of the species such as occupancy, brightness,
and diffusion time. The modeling technique used for PAID
accurately models the possible diffusion paths through any
known detectivity, allowing the direct application of diffraction
calculations or experimentally determined detectivity. The model

Figure 8. PAID histogram withSTM ) RYRand fit (Table 6). (A)
The PAID histogram for the data. (B) The fit to the PAID histogram
using non-Gaussian detectivity (fit 1; 1 of 8 histograms fitted
simultaneously). (C) A 2D map of the residuals for fit 1. (D) A 2D
map of the residuals for the fit using Gaussian detectivity (fit 2). (E)
Horizontal slices of the PAID histograms. Slices of the simulation are
black; slices of the fits are red and green; residuals are dashed. (F)
Vertical slices.
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works naturally with logarithmic axes, allowing PAID to be
used over a wide dynamic range. With simulations, PAID has
been shown to match the statistical accuracy of existing methods
while providing additional information.

In single-channel applications, PAID monitors occupancy,
diffusion time, and brightness of several species as functions
of experimental conditions or time, allowing monomeric species
to be distinguished from oligomeric species (Figure 1A). With
our experiments on DNA model systems labeled with Cy3B,
we obtained a basic result needed to demonstrate that FFS can
extract stoichiometry by using brightness to count fluoro-
phores: that a pure species with two fluorophores is measured

to be twice as bright as a pure species with one fluorophore.
Previous studies suggested that this is possible, but since no
systematic attempts to control stoichiometry or purity were
undertaken, their results cannot be considered as rigorous tests
of the ability of FFS to extract stoichiometry.7,12 In contrast,
the careful design, construction, and purification of the DNA
model systems used in the present work, combined with PAID
analysis, establishes this capability. The experiments also
demonstrated that PAID is capable of detecting heterogeneity
in brightness, while extracting diffusion times.

FIMDA is the only previous method that has capabilities
similar to single-channel PAID. PAID and FIMDA show similar
accuracy for most of the simulations, but FIMDA shows higher
biases for some parameters extracted in low-occupancy condi-
tions (the more important experimental comparison has not been
performed). On the other hand, FIMDA already accounts for
triplet-state fluctuations, whereas these remain to be incorporated
into the PAID model. It is possible to use a simultaneous fit of
FCS and FIDA/PCH to extract information about brightness and
diffusion time simultaneously.13 However, our fits show that,
even if FIDA/PCH fixes the occupancy and brightness of two
species to their correct values, FCS is not able to extract the
values for the diffusion times as reliably as PAID or FIMDA.

Correlated increases in brightness and diffusion time can help
verify molecular interactions, providing more evidence than if
brightness and diffusion time are determined individually. With
its capabilities, single-channel PAID can be applied to areas
such as assembly and stoichiometry of membrane proteins
(receptors, ion channels)48 and amyloid plaque formation.49,50

FCS has been applied to the characterization of amyloid
â-peptide polymerization,51,52where the presence of aggregates
was detected as large changes in diffusion times. Some
arguments were presented about the height of fluorescence bursts
indicating aggregation, but this was not quantified rigorously.
Single-channel PAID would allow brightness and diffusion time
to be quantified, providing two observables for the degree of
aggregation.

TABLE 7: Parameters Extracted Using PAID Fits for the RNAP-DNA Interaction

averaged fits for 10 measurements (30 s each): low occupancy

parameters DNA RNAP RNAP+ DNA sample

ø2 1.3( 0.1 0.8( 0.1 0.7( 0.1
k0R (kHz) 1.0( 0.1 0.9( 0.1 1.2( 0.1
k0Y (kHz) 1.4( 0.1 1.3( 0.1

species 1 DNACy5,1T RσTMR free DNA
c1 (mol) 0.23( 0.01 0.18( 0.01 0.11( 0.01
τ1

D (µs) 440( 10 710( 30 480( 20
q1R (kHz) 8.9( 0.1 1.4( 0.1 12.4( 0.7
q1Y (kHz) 12.4( 1.5 0.4( 0.2

species 2 σ-associated speciesa

c2 (mol) 0.30( 0.02
τ2

D (µs) 590( 50
q2R (kHz) 0.9( 0.1
q2Y (kHz) 14.0( 0.5

species 3 RNAP-DNA complex
c3 (mol) 0.11( 0.01
τ3

D (µs) 790( 30
q3R (kHz) 10.0( 0.1
q3Y (kHz) 9.3( 0.2

species 4 aggregates
c4 (mol) 0.05( 0.01
τ4

D (µs) 850( 70
q4R (kHz) 3.3( 0.3
q4Y (kHz) 35 ( 3

a Includes contributions from RNAP-DNA complex with nonfluorescent Cy5 attached to DNA.

Figure 9. Fluorescence-based gel images showing the major species
present in the RNAP+ DNA samples. (A) Species with TMR-based
signals (532 excitation, 585BP60 emission); species identified as
aggregates (found in the wells of the gel), RNAP-DNA complex, and
σ-associated species are visible. (B) Species with Cy5-based signals
(633 excitation, 650LP emission); species identified as RNAP-DNA
complex and DNA are visible. (C) overlay of images A (green color)
and B (red color); coincidence of the red and green signal is shown as
orange. The only species showing coincidence is the RNAP-DNA
complex.
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Dual-channel methods provide improved sensitivity over
single-channel methods for the analysis of the interactions using
FFS.2,15-17 We demonstrated PAID-based extraction of coin-
cidence, diffusion time, brightness, and occupancy of several
species in a single data set, which has not been done with
previous methods. We used control experiments both to check
consistency in unrestricted fits and to restrict certain parameters,
increasing confidence in the remaining fitted parameters. The
PAID analysis of the RNAP-DNA interaction demonstrated
the ability of PAID to analyze complex systems, detecting
concentration, brightness, and diffusion time for multiple species
present in a mixture. This ability allows quantitation of the
various free and bound species present in equilibrium binding
reactions, thus paving the way for generating binding constants
between interacting partners in a high-throughput, low-volume
assay format (with suitable simplifications and optimizations
of the PAID method).

Experimental complications were encountered that may skew
results: likely adhesion of molecules to the surface, nonfluo-
rescent (possibly photobleached) Cy5, and photoinduced isomer-
ization. Improved results are expected with the use of passivated
surfaces and improved fluorophores.

By extending FCCS to PAID, we can use brightness informa-
tion to discriminate between species and background. In FCCS,
leakage and background can hamper extraction of the occupancy
of complexes;2 although control experiments can extract leakage
and background, it is often essential to extract all parameters
from one data set, requiring control experiments only for
checking consistency. PAID can often extract all parameters
simultaneously and will be indispensable in cases where precise
control experiments are impractical or impossible. For example,
cellular autofluorescence changes as a function of position,
preventing background measurements for a particular spatial
position in a cell that contains different fluorescent species.
FCCS was used to monitor the endocytosis of Cy2- and Cy5-
labeled cholera toxin (CTX) into cells.53 PAID can improve the
characterization of the species most importantly by determining
the brightness in each channel and the number of CTX subunits
per vesicle.

PAID provides a visual representation that focuses on critical
features of diffusing species over a large dynamic range. This
is vital, since clear visual features in histograms provide the
first clues to interesting findings (such as additional subpopu-
lations) or experimental problems. The PAID histogram em-
phasizes photon-rich time intervals, retaining the intuitive nature
of correlation functions, while simultaneously providing the
information in photon-counting histograms. In contrast, the
photon-counting histograms used in FIDA/PCH and FIMDA
weigh all time intervals equally; at low occupancy, most of the
bins correspond to time intervals when no molecule is present
and few photons are counted.

The modeling technique we developed permits the use of
PAID over a large dynamic range both in the temporal and
photon count dimensions. The PAID model is able to account
for all the possible trajectories through an arbitrary detection
volume. The model used for the detectivity has a large impact
on the accuracy of PAID. Using our numerically calculated
detectivity rather than a Gaussian detectivity improved the value
of ø2 considerably. Similar effects are found in FCS and other
FFS methods.45 Improvement in the quality of PAID fits will
come from better characterization of the detection volume. FIDA
models the detection volume as a volume density per intensity
level; a polynomial expression is used whose parameters are
determined using experiments on a standard sample. Although

attractive for its simplicity, this prevents the modeling of
possible trajectories through the detection volume used in PAID.
Comparisons between how FIDA and FIMDA, PCH, and PAID
account for non-Gaussian detection volumes differently will be
interesting and will be the subject of a future study.

PAID can impact measurements where simultaneous deter-
mination of coincidence and diffusion (or other temporal
dynamics) are critical. We plan to use PAID to monitor protein-
protein interactions and protein-DNA interactions. We also plan
to extend the PAID model to include photophysical properties
of the dyes (triplet-state induced blinking, singlet and triplet-
state saturation, photobleaching), and to incorporate an experi-
mentally measured detectivity; these improvements will increase
confidence in additional dynamics or species found during
fitting. We will extend the model to account for two monitor
channels (see sections 2.1 and 7.2S) and to become compatible
with studies of immobilized molecules and systems involving
flow. Such improvements will allow in vitro analysis of protein-
protein interactions and protein-DNA interactions, as well as
analysis of interactions in a cellular environment.
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